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membersattended a General Meeting on
Thursday, September 8th, to discuss the
current state of negotiations.
There was,
as one early speaker put it, a need for more
information so that memberscould, with any
certainty, feel confidence, or a lack of
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had to date represented the
of its constituency.
need for information most likely
in part by previous attempts to
inform: the CUASA
Negotiations Bulletins
have been characterized by brevity, though
I must confess I had until now always
thought that a stylistic and rhetorical
virtue.
The purpose of this General Meeting was
largely to determine just what is meant by
the two negotiating teams in two areas compensation and a package of several nonmonetary issues. There is, of course, no
real separation between monetary and nonmonetary topics; the parts of the contract
that will govern salaries and fringe
benefits will also obviously have an inescapable impact upon the academic quality
of this institution in the years ahead,
and such non-monetary features as promotion
appeal must be viewed in a financial setting.
The employer, in a letter to you of Sept. 1,
claimed to have offered 9.6% in increased
compensation; and in its own release of the
same d~te, the CUASAteam interpreted this
as 8.3% at best, 7.7% at worst, in so far as
a legitimate salary raise is concerned. The
difference, as already noted by both sides,
stems from how the increase
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is measured,
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from the base salary used as a comparison:

J.M. Vickers

In recent days, I have heard a
number of my colleagues suggest
that some of the issues being

pursued by the CUASAnegotiators

"really donIt matter". Even
further, encouraged no doubt by
blue-sheet debate, several have
suggested to me that this pursuit
of "trivial" matters is a sign
of pettiness on the part of our
n~gotiators.
I would, therefore,
like to outline briefly the
reasons why I believe these
issues are neither trivial nor
meaningless.
In fact, the intense unwillingness of the administration's
negotiators to compromiseon
these "trivial" issues alone
should suggest that they really
do matter. The difficulty is,
however, that they donIt
immediately appear to affect the
interests of most individuals in
the bargaining unit. They are
issues which affect the bargaining unit as a whole or which
affect minorities within the
unit. In the history of negotiations elsewhere these types
of issues are more quickly seen
to be important by management
and by the bargaining agent than
by the membersof the bargaining unit. They are also,
\
traditionally,
issues which
managementstry to win by bypassing official negotiating
teams (whose membersknowthey
arenlt "trivial") by appealing
to the broader membershlp in
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i . e., the IIsa1ary year" of 1 July 1976
to 30 June 1977, or the lIend rates II of
30 June. The employer takes the former
position; CUASA,the latter.
The
employer, however, also IIcannot have
it both waysll, to quote a criticism
from a 6 September letter to you - the
administration
seeks to back its argument by comparison to other Ontario
universities,
to the "end ratell
salaries
at those universities
(for
only Carleton and Trent have a discrepancy between "end ratell and
IIsalary yearll; and note, the 10%
increase at Trent is based on lIend
ra te II)

.

Aside from how you express and therefore how you evaluate a compensation
offer, one specific monetary item
that several speakers addressed at
this General Meeting was COl. By the
CUASAproposal this would be a 3.07%
increase in your salary, and a 2.35%
increase by the employer's last
proposal.
The speakers on this issue,
all from higher salary levels as they
themselves stressed,
expressed grave
concern about what this lower CDI would
mean to their less affluent and younger
colleagues:
that is, not much perhaps
in 1977-78, only about $175 gross loss
based on Carleton's average salary, but
far more than that when compounded over
the 30 or so years left in that younger
colleague's
career.
These technical explanations,
however,
of the employer's proposals regarding
salary are ultimately not the substantive reasons for the present difficulties at, or away from, the bargaining
table.
Those largely should be seen as
limited to how the two parties define
what is legitimately
charged to the
academic staff's
compensation increase:

thus, for example the employer's
conception of an academic travel fund,
wholly administered at the discretion
of the Dean of Graduate Studies, a
$30,000 deduction from our pay package,
or the $6,000 deduction for released
teaching time for two CUASA
officers
(President and Grievance Administration
Chairman, easily half-time tasks).
Only $36,000, not a very significant
sum perhaps, not at least until you
add to it another $20,000 for the
employer's more expensive merit plan,
also a charge to the pay package, and
not until you recall that the two
compensation proposals differ only by
about $160,000. The real, legitimate
difference, in other words, is in the
order of $100,000, an amount easily
absorbed in various ways, including a
more reasonable proposal for sessional
expenses as suggested below.
The non-monetary issues, as indicated
above, for the most part are not so
non-monetary in fact. Job security
for professional librarians, a point
at one time satisfactorily
resolved
but withdrawn by the employer as one
of several conditions or IIsweetenersll
for its 9.6%, or 8.3%, or 7.7%
increase, is an exception, though not
hence of less importance. Another
condition, the employer's unwillingness to agree to a bona-fide peer
system of promotion appeal, would
appear to be an exception as well but not so if you place that position
in the context of the administration's
eagerness to obtain salary IIcapsII in
the near future.
And then the IInon-monetari' issue of
funds for sessional lecturers:
in
1976-77 the employer had the contractual
right to spend $860,000 on this item,
but used only about $780,000 (the uncertainty is the employer's, not mine),
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the negotiating table.

and nowwishes to raise the figure to
$920,000for 1977-78, the year of a

CARRIED,with 3 nays.
Thus the CUASAnegotiating team has

predicted enrollment drop according to informed the employer's negotiators of
an August press release. Whether or
its willingness to postpone the arrival
not the prediction is based on reality
of the conciliator so that negotiations
is here irrelevant; what matters instead may continue, as they often do in such
is that the employmentof sessionals be cases, and so that perhaps the services
related to both demonstrable need and a of a conciliator will not even prove
certain priority to provide to young,
necessary.
newacademics full-time jobs, not parttime insecurity.
And it should be
noted here again, as it was at the
General Meeting, that the increased
funds requested by the employer for an
expanded use of sessionals represents
nearly precisely the dollar value of
the present discrepancy between the two
compensation positions held by CUASA
and the employer.
These are not new arguments, nor indeed
did the General Meeting hear new arguments. Rather the 200 or so members
present heard essentially the same
arguments and evidence as seen before
in the Negotiations Bulletins, though
perhaps expressed with greater cogency
and persuasiveness at the General
Meeting. That they were persuasive is
empirically evident: the Meeting concluded with an overwhelming acceptance
of a motion of confidence put forth by
Vickers/Schwartz: that this meeting reaffirms its confidence in the duly
appointed negotiating team to negotiate
on behalf of the membership of CUASA.
CARRIED,
with 1 nay and 6 abstentions
This vote was followed by another motion
by Vickers/Blockley: that the Association request that the conciliator
THATAIN'T SEXUALORIENTATION
postpone his arrival by one to two weeks
MA'AM~
providing that the Administration is
willing to return to the negotiations
and that further postponements of the
conciliator be requested so long as
satisfactory progress is being madeat

THE ISSUESTHAT"REALLY~/T MATTER"(continued)
costs (not even typing or office space) of their research and scholarship.

The argument that transferring work out of the full-time unit now to avert the
need for lay-offs of full-time faculty later is partially valid and was the
reason we accepted controls at the level of 3/4 of a million dollars.
But at
what point does the planner's logic however valid, threaten the quality of the
enterprise we wish to improve and preserve? One counter-productive element of
the planner's logic is the inability of this university to recruit the next
generation of academics and scholars. Even if the close to 20%increase in
the sessional budget nowbeing demandedwere to be used instead to employ at
full-time some of the manybright young unemployedPhD's, the planner's logic
would not be seriously disturbed and the over-all quality of our collective
enterprise would be enhanced.
The issue of unit security in the library is similar.
By demanding the right
to assign vacant unit jobs to new employees without the qualifications of
professional librarians the managementis either telling us all "ladylibrarians" are the same to them or that they are less concerned than we are
that the quality of professional service from the library will deteriorate
as a result.
Again what at first glance seems to be a "trivial" issue of
concern only to a small minority of our membersis in fact an issue which
our bargaining team sees in terms of the quality of our enterprise even if
managementsees it primarily in terms of the $ to be saved.
Finally, on the "trivial" issue of the 1%which divides the two bargaining
teams, this is a quantitiative issue which also has crucial qualitative
aspects. The difference will make rather less impact on the lives of senior
members, partly because of the management's insistence on percentage increases
which produce less for low earners than for high earners and their demand

that fixed-dollar CDI amountsbe reduced from full value.

The long-term

impact of this loss is also far greater to the junior memberwho can face
20-30 years compoundingof that "trivial" loss. Someof those junior members
would, if we bought management's proposals, leave the university and be
replaced by sessional lecturers or non-professional librarians.
If it were
clear that winning the one %would harm the quality of our enterprise, I
would

say

"forget

it II

.

In fact,

even transferring

the

$140,000

now demanded

by managementto hire more sessional lecturers to the full-time academic
budget would slow the deterioration being caused by the so-called planning
policies of this administration.
I am, therefore, most pleased (from the vantage point of an old negotiator)
that the two-hundred or so of my colleagues who attended last Thursday's
meeting shared the concerns of their negotiators over these Itrivia1" issues.
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FURTHER CHRONICLES OF NEW

RESPONSESFROMTHE EMPLOYER

(1) On Friday, 9 September, the following answer from Dr. Love to CUASA's
invitation to continue negotiations:
"In your letter of September 8, 1977, you propose that fo~al
be resumed and conciliation
be temporarily delayed.

negotiations

We are prepared to meet with you at the time suggested to receive any new
proposals you may wish to make and to explore with you the conditions under
which negotiations might be resumed.
Our general position, however, remains unchanged: we do not wish to
negotiate under threat of inevitable conciliation.
Por that reason, we
would suggest that you do not delay or defer conciliation
until after we
have had an opportunity for discussion next week."

(2) OnMondaymorning, 12 September, the CUASAteam met with the employer's
team and presented them with a typed copy of the CUASAproposals presented
orally on August 24th. It was agreed that the employer's team would study
the CUASAproposal and contact the CUASAteam when they were ready to see
them.
(3) A memorandum
from Dr. Love dated September12 was received which
stated that the administration's team "would be prepared to exchange
p~P9sals ~nd infqrmation in the interests of getting a clearer picture
rJf fuhere the parhes stand and as a basis for future discussion".

